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W E LCO M E TO T H E 1 6T H X P OS E D
Q U E E R F I L M F E ST I VA L B E R L I N !
It is a bit cliché, curators and cinephiles
speaking about the art of storytelling, and
especially so in the introduction to a film
festival. And yet this year, that is precisely how
we will begin. Reflections on cinema and filmmaking, on narration and documentation, on
the visibilities and vulnerabilities that come
along with ‘representation’ — these themes
run like a red thread through the program,
and in particular so in the festival’s feature
films. Different forms, practices and traditions
of storytelling are explored, laying bare the
ever-important questions to ask: Who tells a
story, why, how, and to whom?
Apart from 13 feature-length films, we’re
happy to present seven short film programs
with more than 40 queer films from all over
the world. Some stories are testiment to
the day-to-day struggles of queer people,
while nonetheless offering solace and hope.
Binaries are powerfully contested, the body
is cherished as a site of transformation.

Dominant patriarchal, colonial and gendernormative histories are rewritten, feminist
lineages and intergenerational differences
explored. The 16th XPOSED Queer Film
Festival Berlin celebrates queerness as an
approach, an experience, a perspective on
the world. We’re excited to share and discuss
these films with you, and grateful to be back
in cinema.

The XPOSED Queer Film Festival Berlin in 2021 –
© Stanley Reagh Photographydesigns
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THU — 18:00 — MOVIEMENTO

Opening Night Shorts — 92min

A N OT H E R E CH O CH A M B E R
Things turn out differently, and sometimes, it
hits you hard. How the story begins and how it
trails off, how parties evolve and a date night
ends, how binaries are resisted and bodies
take shape, how life unfolds and death comes

home. Images go wild, and a voice echoes
relentlessly: heard you tonight. Or hurt you?
It’s opening night, and these six short films are
there to stay.

SON OF SODOM

EGÚNGÚN (MASQUERADE)

Theo Montoya / Colombia, Argentina / 2020 / 15min

Olive Nwosu / Nigeria, UK / 2021 / 15min

© Jad Wadi

© Malcolm Louis Reiss

LADIES, GENTLEMEN AND
EVERYONE IN BETWEEN

HUNDEFREUND

Jad Wadi / Lebanon / 2019 / 10min

Maissa Lihedheb / Germany / 2022 / 18min

© Wang Yuyan
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MENARCA

ONE THOUSAND AND ONE
ATTEMPTS TO BE AN OCEAN

Lillah Halla / Brazil / 2020 / 22min

Wang Yuyan / France / 2020 / 12min

THU — 20:15 — MOVIEMENTO

NEPTUNE FROST

Anisia Uzeyman & Saul Williams / USA, Rwanda / 2021 / 105min
Set in Afrofuturist tradition, this sci-fi musical
drama narrates the journey of those who
run away from war and famine – or “death”.
Neptune Frost begins in the hilltops of Burundi,
where a group of escaped coltan miners
form an anti-colonialist computer hacker
collective. From their camp in an otherworldly
e-waste dump, they attempt a takeover of the
authoritarian regime exploiting the region‘s
natural resources – and its people. When an
intersex runaway and an escaped coltan miner
find each other through cosmic forces, their
connection sparks glitches within the greater
divine circuitry. They become the messengers
of rebellion against the code system and
embody the reawakening of human spirit.
Harsh realities are bridged with dreamy and
mesmerizingly crafted musical scenes and
recycled sculpture-like costumes.

Set between states of being – past and present,
dream and waking life, colonized and free, male
and female, memory and prescience – Neptune
Frost is an invigorating and empowering direct
download to the cerebral cortex and a call to
reclaim technology for progressive political
ends. Multidisciplinary artist and the composer
Saul Williams and cinematographer Anisia
Uzeyman bring a unique dynamism to this
Afrofuturist vision, a sci-fi queer punk musical:
“The dialogue is poetry, unconcerned with
coherence or a literal understanding of what’s
taking place on screen.”
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FRI — 18:00 — MOVIEMENTO

Shorts 2 — 84min

CR ACKS B E LO N G
From a mysterious object to a candle flickering
at night, these short films show us that cracks
are how the light gets in. A mother wanders
the city in search of her daughter, two men
sit across the table in memory of their past.

All is experienced, then rewritten endlessly:
feminist lineages, gender stereotypes, drug
use, friendships, sex work and relations of
belonging.

© Gustavo Pessoa and Matheus Farias

INABITÁVEL (UNLIVEABLE)

PRAYERS FOR SWEET WATERS

Matheus Farias & Enock Carvalho / Brazil / 2020 / 20min

Elijah Ndoumbe / USA, South Africa / 2021 / 16min

© Julian Pedraza
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WHERE IS MY BODY?

THE WORDS I DO NOT HAVE YET

Julián Pedraza / Colombia / 2018 / 8min

Phoebe Boswell / UK / 2018 / 11min

OLIVER SEES INDIGO

ONE LIKE HIM

Ryan Clancy / USA / 2021 / 14min

Caitlin McLeod / UK, Jordan / 2021 / 16min

© Phoebe Boswell

FRI — 19:00 — IL KINO

VA L E N T I N A

Cássio Pereira dos Santos / Brazil / 2020 / 95min
Valentina, a 17-year-old transgender girl,
moves to the countryside of Brazil with her
mother Márcia to start fresh. To avoid being
bullied in her new school, Valentina tries to
enroll with her new name and hopes to be
private about her gender history. However,
the girl and her mother quickly face dilemmas
when the local public high school needs a
second parental signature for enrollment.
Presenting trans actress Thiessa Woinbackk‘s
debut in features, Valentina is a reflection
of the real life hardships that society forces
a strong young woman to endure. Cássio
Pereira dos Santos’ touching film shows
the challenges a young trans person faces,
all the while underlining the importance of
sometimes unexpected support from friends
and loved ones.
Images © Leonardo Feliciano
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FRI — 20:15 — MOVIEMENTO

Shorts 3 — 86min

A C O N S TA N T S T R U G G L E

A young man struggles in his encounter with
another; a couple overcomes the aftermath
of a violent attack. Traumatic experiences
are transformed into experimental rage. The
search for a queer voice, a queer family and,
above all, a queer community that invites

© Kiroshan Naidoo

all in recognition of their differences… It’s
a constant struggle. And while these words
are certainly easier said than the underlying
experience is lived, these short films lend a
beautiful, if not cathartic, perspective on life’s
difficult moments.

© Jacopo Miliani

LET‘S DO THIS AGAIN SOMETIME

DESERTO (THE DESERT)

Petrus Van Staden / South Africa, Spain / 2021 / 13min

Jacopo Miliani / Spain, Italy / 2017 / 6min

© Angelo Madsen Minax, Amber Bemak

TWO SONS & A RIVER OF BLOOD

SCUM MUTATION

Amber Bemak & Angelo Madsen Minax /
USA, Mexico / 2021 / 11min

Ov / France / 2020 / 10min
© Vanesa Toca
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AQUELE CASAL (A COUPLE)

UMA PACIÊNCIA SELVAGEM ME TROUXE ATÉ
AQUI (A WILD PATIENCE HAS TAKEN ME HERE)

William de Oliveira / Brazil / 2019 / 20min

Érica Sarmet / Brazil / 2021 / 26min

FRI — 21:10 — WOLF KINO

L A NUIT DE ROIS (NIGHT OF THE KINGS)

Philippe Lacôte / France, Ivory Coast, Canada, Sénégal / 2020 / 93min
A young man is sent to „La Maca“, a prison in
the middle of the Ivorian forest ruled by its
inmates. As tradition goes with the rising of the
red moon, he is designated by the Boss to be
the new „Roman“ and must tell a story to the
other prisoners. Learning what fate awaits him,
he begins to narrate the mystical life of the
legendary outlaw named “Zama King” and has
no choice but to make his story last until dawn.

Philippe Lacôte’s feature film La Nuit Des Rois
pays tribute to the art of storytelling, and does
so in the most mesmerizing way. Driven by its
very own rhythm and choreography, the film
adds one layer before uncovering another,
celebrating the power of dreaming as a survival
mechanism.

Images © Banshee Films
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FRI — 22:00 — MOVIEMENTO

M A TA R A L A B E S T I A
( TO K I L L T H E B E AST )

Agustina San Martín / Argentina, Brazil, Chile / 2021 / 79min
In this luxuriant jungle, where local myths and
legends abound, a dangerous beast believed
to be the spirit of an evil man taking the form
of different animals seems to be roaming
around. On a journey to sexual awakening,
Emilia will have to confront her past in order
to kill the beast.
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Agustina San Martín‘s impressive directorial
debut is a film that relies fully on the
intelligence of the viewer, delivering a dense
story that wanders through dreamlike and
mysterious landscapes. The film refrains
from explanation, but lends itself to open
interpretation. What is the protagonist’s state
of mind? Actress Tamara Rocca rises above
the slow narrative, which oscillates between
abstract ideas of fear and empowerment.

SAT — 14:00 — MOVIEMENTO

Shorts 4 — 73min

B O D I E S I N M OT I O N

These short films bring the body to the
present moment: Dancing bodies, animated
bodies, fluid bodies, bodies in transition,
bodies looking or being looked at. Emotions

are stirred, mirrors reflect desires. We return
to the body as a site of transformation, the
body as a tool of art, in search for embodied
liberation.

BOOKANIMA: DANCE

© Shon Kimi

© Eva Boevink

Shon Kim / USA, South Korea / 2018 / 7min

MOOIE ALEXANDER (BEAUTIFUL ALEXANDER)
Marc Wagenaar / Netherlands / 2019 / 13min

SHOULD I ASK ABOUT YOUR MOUSTACHE?
João Carvalho / Germany / 2021 / 5min

© Gisela Chicolino

© Eunae Anna Jo

© Steevens Siméon

MASISI WOUJ
Zé Kielwagen, Steevens Siméon, Marcos Serafim /
Haiti / 2021 / 22min
© Lynn Kim

OB SCENE

DID YOU KNOW?

Paloma Orlandini Castro / Argentina / 2021 / 18min

Lynn Kim / USA / 2018 / 8min
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SAT — 16:00 — MOVIEMENTO

S H I N J U KU B OYS

Kim Longinotto, Jano Williams /
UK, Japan / 1994 / 54min

Shinjuku Boys introduces three onnabes who
work as hosts at the New Marilyn Club in Tokyo.
Onnabes are women who live as men and
have girlfriends, although they don‘t usually
identify as lesbians. As the film follows them
at home and on the job, all three talk frankly
to the camera about their gender-bending
lives, revealing their views about women, sex,
transvestitism and lesbianism. Alternating
with these illuminating interviews are fabulous
sequences shot inside the Club, patronized
almost exclusively by heterosexual women who
have become disappointed with real men.
From the makers of Dream Girls, this is a
remarkable documentary about the complexity
of female sexuality in Japan. Set in Tokyo night
life, Shinjuku Boys is a delightful piece of 1990s
queer history, and an honest document of
visionary explorations around gender and
sexuality.

© 2021 BAGMOTH

Images © Colleen Mc Shea

SUPPORTING FILM

片袖の魚 ( T H E F IS H
WITH ONE SLEEVE)
Tsuyoshi Shoji / Japan / 2021 / 34min

Hikari Shintani (Yu Ishizuka), a trans woman,
works at an ornamental fish company and lives
alone in Tokyo. While occasionally feeling an
indescribable distance between herself and
others, she shares a good rapport with her
coworkers and a trans woman friend. One day,
Hikari returns to her hometown for a business
trip. To reveal her true self as a woman,
she gathers her courage and texts her old
classmate Takashi, a long unrequited love from
high school.
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SAT — 18:00 — MOVIEMENTO

© Anya Kneez

Shorts 5 — 86min

H E A RT TO H E A RT

With intergenerational encounters as a core,
this program looks at how queer and nonqueer protagonists navigate their differences
across age, heritage and core values in a
changing society. Diasporic and indigenous
perspectives on family tensions are explored,
all the while sharing stories, laughter, tears,
and wishes for a better heartful queer future.

SITT EL BEIT (THE LADY OF THE HOUSE)
Anya Kneez / USA / 2021 / 9min
© Todd Karehana

ЧЕРУПКИ (EGGSHELLS)

NIGHT RIDE

Slava Doytcheva / Bulgaria / 2020 / 15min

Todd Karehana / New Zealand / 2021 / 10min

© Max Machado

© Sarina Laudam, Katharina Hauke

LOINTAIN (FARAWAY)

JACKFRUIT

Aziz Zoromba / Canada / 2020 / 18min

Thuy Trang Nguyen / Germany / 2021 / 34min
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SAT — 19:00 — IL KINO

WET SAND

Elene Naveriani / Switzerland, Georgia / 2021 / 115min
A village at the Georgian Black Sea with
friendly people believing to know each
other. One day, Eliko is found hanged. His
granddaughter Moe comes to organize his
funeral. She is confronted with a web of lies
and the tragic consequences of Eliko’s hidden
love life with Amnon over the last 22 years.
After Moe eventually learns the truth about
her family, her own ability to love is freed,
while the villagers are challenged to finally
take a stand.

Images © Salzgeber
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Director Elene Naveriani reflects on the
pitfalls of a close-knit village community and
its violent nationalist and religious values,
all the while laying open the beacons of
hope. With the story taking ever new turns,
their second feature film slowly unfolds an
intricate web of relationships across different
generations.

© Sido Lansari

LES DERNIERS PARADIS
(THE LAST PARADISE)
Sido Lansari / Morocco, France / 2018 / 14min
© Eszter Katalin

EVER WANTING
(FOR MARGARET CHUNG)
Tina Takemoto / USA / 2021 / 6min

SAT — 20:15 — MOVIEMENTO

Shorts 6 — 90min
AZKORRI ÁRNYÉKA ALATT
(UNDER THE SHADOW OF AZKORRI)
Eszter Katalin / Basque Country / 2020 / 17min
© fag tips / virgil b/g taylor

FAILING THE
H ISTO RY CL ASS
This program offers myriad ways of how queer
filmmakers re-write dominant patriarchal,
colonial and normative histories, mixing
together
voice-overs,
found
footage,
fictionalization and transmedial performances.
They appropriate these gaps to cross from one
medium, one gender, one timeline, one nation,
one species into another, offering a constant
process of redefining.

HANSA BOY ETWAS DAS KOMMT NIE
WIEDER VOR (HANSA BOY SOMETHING
THAT MIGHT NEVER HAPPEN AGAIN)
virgil b/g taylor / Germany / 2021 / 11min
© Aykan Safoğlu

HUNDSSTERN STEIGT AB
(DOG STAR DESCENDING)
Aykan Safoğlu / Germany, Turkey / 2020 / 12min

Ratchapoom Boonbunchachoke / Thailand / 2020 / 30min
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SAT — 21:10 — WOLF KINO

A A N A F H O B ( M I G U E L‘ S W A R )

Eliane Raheb / Lebanon / 2021 / 128min

Miguel‘s War portrays the story of a sensitive
gay man who grew up oppressed and shamed
during his teenage years. Raised in the middle
of the civil war by a conservative Catholic
Lebanese father and an authoritarian Syrian
mother, inhabited by a deep inferiority complex
and incapable of asserting himself, he goes to
the war in 1983 to finally prove that he „exists“
and can act like “a real man”. Eventually, Miguel
emigrates to Spain, leaving behind his past,
searching for new futures and an immersion
in other masculinities; in queerness. In postFranco Spain, Miguel liberates himself through
excessive debauchery.

Images © Bassem Fayad
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Multiple destructive relationships lead him
to attempt suicide. He tries to pull himself
together and becomes a conference
interpreter in Barcelona. It is only now,
more than thirty-seven years after leaving
Lebanon, that Miguel feels ready to face
his trauma and the ghosts of his past while
hoping to regain a certain emotional balance
and maybe find love. Shot between Lebanon
and Spain, using intertwining cinematic forms
that include documentary, animation, theater
and archive, this hybrid feature film offers an
intense experience of self-confrontation and
catharsis.

SAT — 22:00 — MOVIEMENTO

블랙스톤 ( B L ACK STO N E )

Roh Gyeong-tae / South Korea, France / 2015 / 93min
While his parents slave away in an animal food
factory in the Guro district of Seoul (once the
cradle of the Korean economic wonder), Shon
Sun, a half-blood, starts his military service in
the army. There, Sun does not far much better
– he is raped in his sleep by a superior and finds
out he has been infected with HIV. Desperate,
he takes revenge, kills the officer and flees
the army. In Seoul, it becomes apparent that
his father has disappeared. Sun goes looking
for him and finds him in his birthplace, on a
polluted tropical beach…

A pitch-black and pessimistic social fairytale
with a cathartic experimental ending,
Black Stone forms part of a trilogy about
environmental pollution. With the filmmaker
crediting Robert Bresson and Apichatpong
Weerasethakul as main sources of inspiration,
be prepared for a film that constantly moves
through different intensities, merging
elements of poetry, horror and fantasy.

Images © Outplay Films
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SUN — 13:30 — MOVIEMENTO

A R R E B ATO ( R U P T U R E )

Iván Zulueta / Spain / 1979 / 115min

Horror movie director José is adrift in a sea of
doubt and drugs. As his belated second feature
nears completion, his reclusive bubble is
popped by two events: a sudden reappearance
from an ex-girlfriend and a package from past
acquaintance Pedro: a reel of Super-8 film, an
audiotape, and a door key.
Drugs, obsession, vampirism, and film
fanaticism… A meta-cinematic dreamlike
journey where celluloid becomes the search
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for the ecstatic state of rapture. Arrebato is
one of the most original/transgressive films
in Spanish independent cinema, and, more
than 40 years later, still a reference for
underground filmmaking. The film was ahead
of the so-called „movida madrileña“, where
provocation and experimentation were two of
the key elements of post-Franco dictatorship
years.

SUN — 16:00 — MOVIEMENTO

MÃES DO DERICK
(MOTHERS OF DERICK)
Cássio Kelm / Brazil / 2020 / 77min

Mothers of Derick portrays the daily life of
four women who, together, raise Derick, a
nine-year-old boy. The four women – lesbians,
bisexuals, non-monogamists and anarchists
– built a house to raise their child in a forest
on Brazil‘s southern coast, despite threats of
expulsion by the police.
As a friend of the family, director Cássio Kelm
offers an intimate and tender perspective on
parenting, family and community-building. The
film brings us close to the protagonists, their
passionate fight against ‘normality’, and their
resistance to state interventions. Mothers of
Derick is a powerful testament to creativity
and solidarity in everyday lives.
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SUN — 18:00 — MOVIEMENTO

Closing Night Shorts — 92min

YO U N G G A Z E
Eyes meet across vast landscapes, eyes
cautiously pose a question. There is the tender
gaze upon a sibling becoming himself, and the
hopeful gaze awaiting the return of a lover.
And then there’s the gaze that may turn into a
© Pierre Brouillette-Hamelin

stare; a hard look at a body defying the cistem,
a predatory look at a body that prepares
its assault. These short films, five of them
narrative, explore the experiences of their
young protagonists in different settings.
© Ohne Falsch Film

HEAVEN REACHES DOWN TO EARTH

DIE GEHEIMNISVOLLEN INSELN
(ISLANDS IN THE CITY)

Tebogo Malebogo / South Africa / 2020 / 10min

Marian Freistühler / Germany / 2021 / 23min
© Inma Veiga

KIRAN

BRTHR

Fatimah Sattar / Pakistan / 2021 / 8min

Inma Veiga / Spain, Portugal / 2017 / 8min

© Reza Alavi
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کوسه
(KOOSEH, A MAN WHO CAN‘T GROW A BEARD)

SESTRE (SISTERS)

Behzad Azadi / Iran / 2020 / 19min

Kukla / Slovenia / 2020 / 23min

SUN — 19:00 — IL KINO

FRAMING AGNES

Chase Joynt / Canada, USA / 2022 / 75min
In 1958, a young trans woman named Agnes
entered a study about sex disorders at UCLA
to get the gender-affirming care she needed,
by any means necessary. Her story was long
considered to be exceptional until neverbefore-seen case files of other patients were
found in 2017.

Directed by Chase Joynt (No Ordinary Man)
and featuring an all-star cast of transgender
artists and performers, Framing Agnes uses
re-enactment and genre-blurring storytelling
techniques to breathe new life into previously
unknown people who redefined gender in the
midcentury. Who becomes a symbol for what,
and for whom? Featuring Angelica Ross, Jen
Richards, Zackary Drucker, Silas Howard, Max
Wolf Valerio, and Stephen Ira, this unusual film
explores trans pasts and presents in the US,
discussing overarching themes of visibility and
vulnerability.

Images © Stephanie Owens
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SUN — 20:15 — MOVIEMENTO

TRÊS TIGRES TRISTES
( T H R E E T I DY T I G E R S T I E D A T I E T I G H T E R )
Gustavo Vinagre / Brazil / 2022 / 86min

São Paulo, in a dystopian future not so very
far from the present. A virus is circulating, one
that mainly attacks the brain and the ability
to remember. A state that has forgotten a
past marked by colonialism and dictatorship
desperately awaits some indeterminate
“Golden Phase.” Three young queer people
drift through a city bled dry by the pandemic
and rampant capitalism, remembering each
another’s late lovers, sharing their experiences
with HIV, getting makeup tips for masked
faces and ultimately coming together with
others forgotten by society for an antique
revue in the salon of a singer named Mirta.
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“Comedy is the tragedy that happens to
someone else” says a doctor in the film, this
is a queer comedy without tragedy, a semimagical realist camp entertaining and messy
yet highly political story. Sharply executed
by Gustavo Vinagre and his real-life queer
Brazilian personalities, Três tigres tristes is a tale
of big big queer in a big big world, exploring
health and illness in times of COVID-19 and
HIV, and diving into the meaning of true
friendships.

SUN — 21:10 — WOLF KINO

24

Royston Tan / Singapore, Thailand / 2021 / 76min
24 places, 24 frames per second. This sound
recordist has 24 places to visit after his death,
going on a journey from sex club to Peking
Opera, passing through forests and concrete
hallways, reminiscing at the lotus lake. The
position of the boom operator comes to define
how we hear and experience the soundscape
of the place.

24, the most recent film by iconic gay/queer
Asian filmmaker Royston Tan, follows his
tradition of naming films after numbers. With
camp aesthetic, he offers deep criticism of
the rapid modernity of Singaporean life. The
film works as a tongue-in-cheek commentary
on the relationship between sounds and
performativity of social norms, showing
how queer positions go beyond gender and
sexuality, transcending time, space, and the
living realm.

Images © Chuan Pictures
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THOUGHTS ON FILM SELECTION
…on organizing and curating the 16th
XPOSED Queer Film Festival Berlin. First
of all: We love to do it. Secondly, we often
face barriers in doing it. And thirdly, we
involuntarily, sometimes unknowingly, uphold
barriers for others to be a part of it. We’d
like to change both, and that certainly is an
ongoing process. If you have critical feedback,
please approach us during the festival, drop
us a note anonymously in our feedback
box at Moviemento or send us an email to
info@xposedfilmfestival.com.
We’d like to support filmmakers from all walks
of life and films from all parts of the world.
Within queer film production, certain regions
are heavily underrepresented. The same is true
for trans, inter and non-binary filmmakers,
filmmakers from working class families,
and disabled filmmakers, to name but a few
marginalized groups within larger society,

but also within queer communities and film
production. With our curational choices,
we hope to counteract these oppressive
structures, while also recognizing that we
meet limits, make mistakes and fail. As a first
step towards more transparency regarding
structural aspects, here is an overview of the
countries listed for (co-)production of our
selected films.
Argentina (1), Basque Country (1), Brazil (8),
Bulgaria (1), Canada (3), Colombia (2), France
(5), Germany (6), Georgia (1), Haiti (1), Iran
(1), Italy (1), Ivory Coast (1), Japan (1), Jordan
(1), Lebanon (2), Mexico (1), Morocco (1),
Netherlands (1), New Zealand (1), Nigeria (1),
Pakistan (1), Portugal (1), Rwanda (1), Senegal
(1), Slovenia (1), Spain (4), Singapore (1), South
Africa (2), South Korea (2), Switzerland (1),
Thailand (2), Turkey (1), UK (3), USA (10).

CO N T E N T N OT E S
Content notes and trigger warnings can help
to make an informed decision on whether to
view a certain film or be mentally prepared
for disturbing and difficult content. Our films
often discuss and portray the beautiful, but
also harsh moments of queer realities in a
racist, cis-heteronormative, sexist, ableist,
classist and otherwise discriminatory society.
Psychological triggers work differently for
each and every one of us. We cannot provide
a comprehensive list of triggers, but if you
have a specific question about a film or shorts
film program, please send us an email to
info@xposedfilmfestival.com. You can also
visit our website for an updated list with
content notes:
https://xposedfilmfestival.com/2022/
content-notes/
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Physical violence
Shorts 2 (Inabitável)
Shorts 3 (Aquele Casal)
Closing Night Shorts (Sisters)
Feature films: Night of the Kings; Wet Sand
Sexual violence
Opening Night Shorts (Menarca)
Shorts 2 (Where is my body?)
Shorts 3 (Let’s Do This Again Sometime &
Scum Mutation)
Closing Night Shorts (Kooseh, A man who
can‘t grow a beard)
Feature films: Miguel‘s War; Night of the
Kings; Valentina
Suicide
Opening Night Shorts (Son of Sodom)
Feature films: Wet Sand

ONLINE PROGRAM
Thanks to the support of Salzgeber, our
festival is also able to offer a selection of its
films to an online audience. All selected films
will be online for one week after their physical
screening in the cinema.
Please note that a Vimeo account is required
to access the films, which can only be

viewed from Germany. More information
on the XPOSED website as well as on
https://vimeo.com/showcase/xposedfilmfestival.

FRAMING AGNES

VALENTINA

MOTHERS OF DERICK

D: Chase Joynt

D: Cássio Pereira dos Santos

D: Cássio Kelm

Official Selection

2022
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SHINJUKU BOYS

SHORTS PROGRAM

D: Royston Tan

D: Kim Longinotto & Jano Williams

© Stanley Reagh Photographydesigns

XPOSED Film Curators: (from top left to bottom right) Pol Merchan,
Sarnt Utachamote, Nastaran Tajeri-Foumani, Merle Groneweg

The XPOSED Organizers Kai Hermann, Claudio Muscogiuri, Kate
Fasano, Thomas Schallhart, André Kirchner & Hasnain Sheikh
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FRI — 23:00 — ÆDEN

DA N CE F LO O R
In collaboration with the collective Lecken, we
invite you to a queer rave after the end of our
Friday program. Come and hang out with us,
discuss the films, dance and have a good time.
More info about the party will follow on our
social media.
Lecken is a queer erogenous rave with a strong
commitment to the dancefloor. Its femmeto-the-front attitude, grounded in a feminist
politics of care and accountability, is a solid
foundation for the unruly somatic, sexual, and
artistic adventurousness to be found inside.
More info about Lecken at
https://lecken.berlin or on Instagram @lllecken.

Friday, 27th May 2022, 23:00-12:00
Location: ÆDEN, Schleusenufer 3, 10997 Berlin

SAT — 12:00 — AQUARIUM

QUEER SHORT FILM FUND
Staying true to the festival‘s dedication and
support for queer film production, the Queer
Short Film Fund will be awarded for the
eighth time. The fund was set up to facilitate
the development and production of queer
short film projects in Germany. Submissions
are accepted for documentary, narrative,
animated or experimental projects that
are queer in content and/or form. Projects
should broaden their vision to topics beyond
traditional LGBTQIA+ representation of the
mainstream-niche market. Five projects – be
they narrative, documentary, animated or
experimental queer shorts with a maximum
length of 10 minutes – will be pre-selected as
our finalists for 2022.
The five finalists will pitch their projects on
Saturday, May 28th, 2022, at 12:00pm in a
public session at aquarium (next to Südblock).
The jury will announce the winning project
during the Lolly Awards Ceremony on Sunday
evening.
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The fund is awarded a cash prize of €1,500, a
voucher for filming equipment worth €2,000,
(provided by 25p* cine support), two days
of Grading – including Conforming – with
additional creation of a DCP & Web Screener
worth €3,000 (provided by Planemo), plus a
voucher valued to €3,000 for the audio postproduction at the BUFA dubbing studios,
including the use of the Atelier Gardens
co-working space. In addition, the fund is
accompanied by a mentoring programme:
Actress, filmmaker and script writer Sara
Fazilat will mentor the winner in five sessions
from script development to the production
phase and post-production. Sara Fazilat is
the producer of the short film REVOLVO
(directed by Francy Fabritz, 2019) as well as
co-writer and main actress of feature film
NICO (directed by Eline Gehring, 2021).

SUN — 20:00 — MOVIEMENTO

T H E L O L LY A W A R D S &
X P OS E D AU D I E N CE AWA R DS
More than a decade ago, XPOSED introduced
its friendly competitive side with the Lolly
Awards! The awards were born out of an
all too passionate night of love between a
Lola and a Teddy Award, bringing together
the extraordinary in queer experimental
filmmaking. We know that competition is not

nice, and often debate whether to keep the
awards. Here are three reasons for doing so:
awards give visibility to filmmakers and their
films, thus ultimately supporting queer voices
in film distribution. Each Lolly Award comes
with a €250 cash prize, which is our small
financial contribution to future filmmaking.
And by inviting a film jury, we create the
space and experience for queer cinephiles to
intensely discuss films over four days.
The three Lolly Awards for Short Film and
the winner of the 8th Queer Short Film Fund
will be presented by our XPOSED 2022 Lolly
Award Jury at Moviemento on Sunday, May
29th, at 8pm. The XPOSED team will announce
the winners of the XPOSED Audience Award
for Feature-Length Film and the XPOSED
Audience Award for Short Film.

T H E L O L LY A W A R D J U R Y

Kareem Baholzer

Dan Dansen

© Tali Tiller

Antke Engel

Djamila Grandits
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FRI & SAT — 14:00-17:00 — AQUARIUM

W I K I P E D I A E D I T- A -T H O N
O N Q U E E R E X P E R I M E N TA L F I L M
Queer history and queer culture are not as
represented on Wikipedia as they should be.
Many of the filmmakers and films that we
screen this year at XPOSED or have screened
in the past do not have Wikipedia articles in
any language, despite having won awards and
being of relevance for queer and feminist film

history. We want to change this – and would
love for you to be a part of it!
The best thing is: You don’t need any previous
knowledge! In this workshop, you will learn
how to edit Wikipedia articles in English,
German or any other language that you want
to write in. We will show you the basics you
need to know to edit Wikipedia. You can then
choose an article to work on by yourself or in
collaboration with others – and help to give
queer experimental film more online exposure.
You could come on either Friday or Saturday
or on both days. Please let us know that
you’re coming by writing a short email to
thomas@xposedfimfestival.com. If possible,
please bring a laptop – they work much better
than smartphones for editing Wikipedia.

F E ST I VA L V E N U E S
Moviemento
Kotbusser Damm 22
10967 Berlin
www.moviemento.de

€10 per ticket,
reduced €9

Il Kino
Nansenstraße 22
12047 Berlin
https://ilkino.de

€9 per ticket,
reduced €7

5 tickets for €42

Das 16. XPOSED Queer Film Festival Berlin
wird unterstützt mit Mitteln des Projektfonds
Kulturförderung.
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Wolf Kino
Weserstraße 59
12045 Berlin
www.wolfberlin.org

€9 per ticket,
reduced €8

aquarium
beim Südblock
Admiralstraße 1-2
10999 Berlin
https://www.suedblock.
org/wp/aquarium/

Entrance free

€7.50 per ticket
for Wolf members
& holders of €75
for 10-tickets-card

The 16th XPOSED Queer Film Festival Berlin is
supported with funds from the Projektfonds
Kulturförderung.

Q U E E R F I L M F E ST I VA LS I N B E R L I N
Berlin is lucky to not only have a vibrant queer
community, but also to host several wonderful
queer film festivals throughout the year. We’re
happy to work together with so many different
curators and festival-makers, and grateful that

we do so in a spirit of collaboration rather than
competition. Each festival has its very own
character, offering a range of perspectives on
storytelling and queerness. We hope to see
you there!

Berlin Lesbian
Non-Binary Filmfest

Soura Film Festival
Queer S.W.A.N.A. Film Festival

Dates to be confirmed
blnfilmfest.org
Instagram: @blnfilmfest

September 29th – October 2nd, 2022
sourafilmfest.com
Instagram: @sourafilmfest

queerfilmfest

Porn Film Festival Berlin

September 7th-11th, 2022
queerfilmfestival.net
Instagram: @editionsalzgeber

October 25th-30th, 2022
pornfilmfestivalberlin.de/
Instagram: @pff_berlin

Unser neues Buch
jetzt erhältlich im
Buchhandel & auf
frauenfilmfest.com

Was wir filmten
Filme von ostdeutschen
Regisseurinnen nach 1990
GEFÖRDERT VON

Die Oberbürgermeisterin
Kulturamt
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MORE SCREENINGS FROM XPOSED

May 19th, 7:30pm

July 4th & July 5th

XPOSED @ Hošek

Eastern European &
Central Asian Queer Film

XPOSED presents five short films as part of
Siren Sightings, an expanded program focused
on music and queer rave culture.
https://www.hosekcontemporary.com/

Three feature-length films and one short film
program with stories and biographies set
in Bulgaria, Georgia, Hungary, Kazakhstan,
Romania and Slovenia.
https://kino-krokodil.de/

July 6th, 9:45pm

July 10th & 11th, 9:30pm

XPOSED Open Air

THE OLEANDERS

Our annual summer night: a selection of
fabulous short films from our 16th festival
edition!
https://www.freiluftkino-kreuzberg.de/

Paola Revenioti / Greece / 2020 / 65 min

Paola, Betty, and Eva, three trans* women in
their 60s, are on a night stroll through Athens.
They revisit the streets and places where they
started sex working at an early age, where they
had fun and found love, struggled, existed, and
gloriously resisted.
https://www.kino-central.de/
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XPOSED MEMBERSHIP
The XPOSED Queer Film Festival Berlin was
founded in 2006 as a passion project – a
passion for queer film, its ever expanding
possibilities of storytelling, and its community
around the globe. As curators and organizers
of this delicate and lively festival in Berlin,
it brings us enormous joy to share films of
all length and all forms with our audience.
We love to invite filmmakers to discuss their
vision, and to provide a platform for debate.

In 2019, we founded a non-profit organization
to put our festival structure on a more solid
and financially independent basis. We’d love
to invite you to be part of the XPOSED family
– by becoming a member and supporting our
festival with 30€ per year. In return, you will
not only receive a free ticket to a screening of
your choice at our festival, but also one or two
carefully crafted digital letters each year (and,
above all, eternal gratitude).

Each year, we support the production of one
short film with the Queer Short Film Fund.
Apart from the festival, we organize queer film
screenings in Berlin and other cities. In the
past sixteen years, we have established long
standing ties with filmmakers, other festival
makers, and researchers – and of course with
you, our most amazing audience.

Please send us an email to
info@xposedfilmfestival.com
or visit our website:
https://xposedfilmfestival.com/2022/
membership/

The XPOSED Queer Film Festival Berlin team in August 2021
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XPOSED 2022 PROGRAM OVERVIEW
THU – 26 MAY

FRI – 27 MAY

SAT – 28 MAY

SUN – 29 MAY

DON‘T MISS OUR SPECIAL EVENTS:

14:00
SHORTS 4
Bodies in Motion
Moviemento

13:30
Arrebato
D: Iván Zulueta
Moviemento

16:00
Shinjuku Boys
D: Kim Longinotto,
Jano Williams
Moviemento

16:00
Mothers of Derick
D: Cássio Kelm
Moviemento

18:00
SHORTS 2
Cracks Belong
Moviemento

18:00
SHORTS 5
Heart to Heart
Moviemento

18:00
CLOSING NIGHT SHORTS
Young Gaze
Moviemento

19:00
Valentina
D: Cássio Pereira dos Santos
Il Kino

19:00
Wet Sand
D: Elene Naveriani
Il Kino

19:00
Framing Agnes
D: Chase Joynt
Il Kino

20:15
SHORTS 3
A Constant Struggle
Moviemento

20:15
SHORTS 6
Failing the History Class
Moviemento

20:15
Três Tigres Tristes
D: Gustavo Vinagre
Moviemento

21:10
La Nuit Des Rois
D: Philippe Lacôte
Wolf Kino

21:10
Miguel‘s War
D: Eliane Raheb
Wolf Kino

21:10
24
D: Royston Tan
Wolf Kino

22:00
To Kill The Beast
D: Agustina San Martín
Moviemento

22:00
Black Stone
D: Roh Gyeong-tae
Moviemento

FRI & SAT – 14:00
Wikipedia Edit-a-thon on
Queer Experimental Film – aquarium
SAT – 12:00
Queer Short Film Fund – aquarium
SUN – 20:00
Lolly Awards – Moviemento

18:00
OPENING NIGHT SHORTS
Another Echo Chamber
Moviemento

20:15
Neptune Frost
D: Saul Williams,
Anisia Uzeyman
Moviemento

